An arithmetical system is presented with the property that from every proof a realizing term can be extracted that is definable in a certain affine linear typed variant of Gödel's Ì and therefore defines a non-size-increasing polynomial time computable function.
Introduction

sec-intro
There is an increasing interest in recent research in "implicit computational complexity", e.g. by means of global restrictions on simply typed term systems to ensure computability in polynomial time [2, 7, 9, 1] . One such approach has its roots in a careful study by Caseiro [4] of many examples of natural algorithms, and her formulation of (partially semantic) criteria ensuring computability in polynomial time. The third author identified in [7] an important aspect of this analysis: the role played by non-size-increasing functions. He designed a new (affine linear) term system which can only define non-size-increasing functions, but still allows nested recursion. One important restriction is that the step terms in recursion operators must be closed, since when unfolding the recursion they will be duplicated and hence would violate linearity otherwise. The first and fourth author reproved in [1] the main result of [7] by a different (syntactical) method, which also provides an explicit construction of the polynomials. One motivation for this work was the expectation that the simple approach chosen should make it easy to design a reasonably rich and flexible (higher type) arithmetical system, whose provably recursive functions can be computed in polynomial time. It is the purpose of the present paper to carry this out. The leading intuition is of course that one should use the Curry-Howard correspondence between terms in lambda-calculus and derivations in arithmetic. However, care is taken to arrive at a flexible and easy to use arithmetical system, which can be understood in its own right.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we present a variant of the linear term system of [7, 1] defining non-size increasing polynomial time functions only. Tailored for these terms is the arithmetic proof calculus introduced in section 3. In order to obtain a flexible and expressive system we included some unusual features:
there are two forms of conjunction, ª and , to account for the linear aspects of our logic. We also distinguish (as in [3] ) between quantifiers with and without computational content. The former are obtained by relativizing to special "existence predicates"
. So Ü ´Üµ and Ü ´Üµ ª indicate that Ü has computational meaning for the extracted program. The possibility to make this distinction is crucial for obtaining reasonable programs (cf. [3] ). We also split proof contexts into a "passive" and an "active" part (as done by Reynolds in [12] and by Reddy in [11] ), where the latter controls the variables free in the realizing terms. A number of examples shows how the system might be used. In particular we sketch a proof that every list can be sorted. The extracted program is the usual formulation of insertion sort in our term system. In section 4 the link between proofs and programs is made precise via a suitable variant of Kreisel's modified realizability. As corollaries to the soundness theorem we obtain a proof that the provably recursive functions of our system are non-size increasing and polynomial time computable, and some metamathematical results on our arithmetic system. ª and ¢ the cartesian product of Ë and Ë · the disjoint sum of Ë and Ë bem-types Remark 2.3. Common basic data types like the booleans, as well as unary and binary natural numbers can be defined by
The intuition for the special type ¥ is a pointer to free memory, as in [6] . Since there will be no closed terms of this type, it can be used to ensure that terms contain free variables. For example the type ¥´AE´AE of the successor function together with the linear typing discipline will make sure that the length of (unary) natural numbers and the more technical measure "number of free variables" will coincide.
Although in the naive set model above ´ is interpreted as the full function space, computationally it should be viewed as the type of functions from to that are linear in the sense that an argument is used at most once. This aspect will become visible in the typing discipline (definition 2.6).
Similarly, the denotationally equal types ª and ¢ have different computational interpretations: from a tensor product ª both components can be used once, whereas in the case of an ordinary pair of type ¢ , the pair itself can be used only once, i.e. one has to choose one component of the pair. Conversely, when forming an element of type ª from elements Ö and × we insist that Ö and × do not share common free variables, whereas for the construction of elements of type ¢ no such restriction applies. 
Proof. Easy induction on Ö.
Reductions
sub-reductions
We now define reduction rules on terms. In order to be able to control the effects of iteration we allow conversion of a term Ö × only if the iteration argument is already calculated, i.e. if Ö is a list. 
The latter can be seen easily by induction on . Now the predecessor È can be defined by 
Lengths of reduction chains
sub-length
Now we show that every almost closed term of appropriate type in the present system denotes a non-size-increasing polynomial time computable function. We essentially adapt the proof in [7, 1] by constructing to every such term a polynomial, whose degree is the nesting of , bounding the number of reduction steps necessary for computing the result. 
Proof. Obvious from the definition of Ò´Ö µ, using the fact that neither substitution nor reduction change the number of entries of a list. A data object of data type is an almost closed term Û in normal form. The size of a data object Û is the natural size of its denotation, which, by proposition 2.13, essentially, i.e. up to a constant depending only on , coincides with the syntactical length, Ð Ò Ø ´Ûµ, and also with the number of free variables, Î´Ûµ .
A function from Ë to Ë , where are data types, is called non-sizeincreasing if there is a number such that for all data objects of type the result ´ µ has size the sum of the sizes of the plus . Proof. By lemma 2.13 Ö defines indeed a function from Ë to Ë . The assertion about the computation time is proved in proposition 2.23. That Ö is non-sizeincreasing follows from the already mentioned facts that reduction does not increase the number of free variables of a term, and that the the size of a data object is essentially the number of its free variables.
Linear arithmetic sec-arith
We now set up a linear arithmetic tailored for the term system introduced in the previous section.
Formulas
sub-formulas
We assume a fixed set of predicate symbols of fixed arity.
When writing Ê´ Öµ, Ê a predicate symbol, we implicitly assume correct length and types of Ö. However we only assume that the terms in Ö are weakly typed, that is, all restrictions on free variables (when typing terms of the form Ö× or Ö ×) are dropped. This relaxation of the typing rules is necessary because of unrestricted substitutions into formulas allowed by the -elimination rule (see definition 3.7).
For every type we assume special predicate symbols and , called existence and equality. We sometimes abbreviate
The intended interpretation of is ordinary extensional equality between objects of type and is to be interpreted as the set of all objects of type , that is, all objects do exist (of course). Nevertheless, we will refrain from simply stating the formula ´Üµ as an axiom, because we want a proof of ´Øµ to provide a construction of the object denoted by Ø. We will postulate the fact that ´Üµ always holds only in a context where the construction of Ü does not matter. This can be expressed by the axiom scheme´ ´Üµ µ , where is an arbitrary computationally irrelevant formula (see definition 3.5).
In the following the letters È É range over predicate symbols different from the existence predicates (but including equality ). 
Definition 3.1 (Formulas
The conjunction is the "weak" one corresponding to the ordinary product ¢, i.e. and will be provable, but´ µ ´ µ will not.
The quantifiers correspond to the in [3] (or the "underlined quantification" in [10] ) and mean "quantification without computational content", i.e. a proof of 
Essentially we are interested in ´ µ only. However, in order to keep cumbersome case distinctions at bay it will be convenient to consider the uncleaned version ´ µ as well.
def-ci 
Derivations
sub-deriv
Proof terms are intended to denote proofs in natural deduction style. They are built up from ordinary terms Ö, axioms and assumption variables Ù Ú Û . Each assumption variables has a formula as type (in the sense of the Curry-Howard correspondence). For each formula there are infinitely many variables of this type.
We write Ù or Ù to indicate that the variable Ù has type .
def-raw-proof-terms Definition 3.6 (Raw proof terms).
Å AE Ä Ù Ù Å Ü Å ÅAE ÅÖ Å AE
Proof contexts are sets of assumption variables. We denote proof contexts by ¥ , and write ¥ for the union ¥ , expressing that ¥ and are disjoint.
For contexts consisting of one element we also write Ù instead of Ù . Let ¡ denote the empty proof context. The term system was based on linearity constraints, hence linearity has to be reflected by the arithmetic in order to achieve a realizability result. However, linearity itself would be too a strong restriction since one often needs to instantiate universal formulas to special terms in order to prove that a certain (c.i.) property holds without actually using the variable (in a relevant way). Therefore we have to allow ourselves to keep assumptions in the context that must not be used in a c.r. way. To achieve this we split the context into two parts: one to control correctness and another one to control linearity. This setup also allows (by the rulé È ×× ¬ Ø ÓÒµ below) to easily reflect the fact that Harrop formulas have no computational meaning and that therefore the proof of a Harrop formula cannot use any assumption in a c.r. way.
A similar phenomenon appears in the area of syntactic control of interference (SCI), cf. Reynolds [12] or Reddy [11] . There, in a function application Ö× the two phrases Ö and × should be "independent", i.e. Ö should not change something × is reading from or writing to, and conversely. One way to guarantee this is to require that Ö and × do not share common free variables. However, this requirement seems to be too stringent: one e.g. could not write ·ÜÜ. To relax it, Reynolds identified a special class of values called "passive", which never change the state.
Free variables denoting passive values can then be shared by Ö and ×.
Following Reddy [11] we write our typing judgments in the form ¥ Å , where the context is split into two parts ¥ and , with ¥ considered passive. This is to be read as "Å denotes a proof of in the passive context ¥ and the potentially active or linear context ". The active context controls the variables free in the realizing terms.
ha-typed Definition 3.7. The relation ¥ Å is inductively defined as follows.
Here VarCond is the usual condition on free variables, i.e. that Ü must not be free in the type of any element of ¥ . We add a rule´È ×× ¬ Ø ÓÒµ describing the meaning of the active context: it is only needed to prove non-Harrop formulas. Moreover we add a contraction rule, which can be used to contract the passive part of the context.
We call these rules structural. The last rule concerns induction. The axioms can be divided into four groups: logical axioms, equality axioms, axioms for existence predicates, and axioms specifying the additional predicates È É . We will only give the axioms of the first three groups. They define the core system. The last group depends on particular applications of the system; examples will be given in section 3.4.
ha-axioms
Definition 3.8 (Axioms for the core system).
Logical axioms.
µ ´ µ
È´ Öµ (11) Equality axioms.
Transitivity, symmetry and reflexivity of .
Equations corresponding to the conversion rules 2.9, where in the equation ÓÒ× ¥ ÖÐ × Ø × ¥ Ö´Ð × Øµ the term Ð can be arbitrary. 
Remarks
sub-remarks
Remark 3.9. It is easy to see that the following rules are admissible:
Remark 3.10. Our induction rule (Ä´ µ ÁÒ ) corresponds to iteration rather than primitive recursion, since for its premise we must prove ÓÒ×´Ô Ü Ðµ Ð℄ from ( ´Ô Üµ and) alone, without having access to the previous induction argument Ð in the form of an ´Ðµ-resource. By mimicking the method in [7] one can see that a strengthened induction rule corresponding to primitive recursion, in the form we clearly obtain Ò Ð Ð℄ Ø Ð℄, using ´Ò Ðµ.
Notice that due to the use of rather than ª we can access either the induction variable or else the previous result, but are not allowed to do both. It is not possible to derive a strengthened induction rule with ª instead of .
Remark 3.11. We list some further useful facts about the system. 4 . Note that all formulas to be proven are c.i. Therefore axiom scheme (25) allows us to prove them under the additional assumption that all objects involved exist. But this is easy, using the other existence axioms and our conversion rules, that is, axioms (13). 6. It suffices to prove that all constants exist and that existence is preserved under the formation of Ø × . For the constructors this follows directly from the axioms concerning the existence predicates. For the other constants and induction one uses the elimination axioms, (23,24) and induction, as well as the conversion rules (13).
7. First one proves the assertion for formulas of the form ´Øµ, by induction on . The general case follows by induction on , using axiom scheme (11).
Examples
sub-examples
The following examples are intended to demonstrate the flexibility of the system. Some of the system's (inevitable) limitations are expressed by the underivability results in section 4 (e.g. corollary 4.7).
bsp-addition Notice that since disjunction is computationally relevant, we cannot establish
i.e. decidability of equality without an existence assumption (see corollary 4.9). Notice that the more natural statement
follows from the one we've shown, but is strictly weaker since it doesn't allow us to "recycle" the information that Ü "exists".
We 
by induction on Ð. Base: Take Ð ¼ ÓÒ×´Ô Ü Ò Ðµ (using ´Ô Üµ).
Step 
Applications
